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A German government official said on Friday that oil reserves previously released by the IEA have not
been fully utilized and the IEA had yet to deliberate on the issue whether more oil should be released
into the market.
Refinery News
Shell Oil said it was investigating the sources and composition of the July 13th emissions at its
327,000 b/d Deer Park refinery.
Japan’s Showa Shell said on Friday that its Toa Oil Keihin refinery will stop operations of its 120,000
b/d #5 crude distillation unit on September 20th permanently. The company said the unit would be
mothballed due to declining Japanese oil demand.
China’s 18 largest refineries have so far in July have cut average operating rates to 83.9% from
June’s 86.1% according to Dow Jones. As a result total Chinese refinery runs by the end of this month
could average below June’s nine-month low as extensive maintenance continues.
Sunoco reported today that on Tuesday it had shut its Point Breeze crude oil compressor at its
Philadelphia refinery.
Exxon Mobil reported a hole was discovered in a pipe at its 560,640 b/d Baytown refinery that led to
an emissions event. The leak was reportedly isolated and no impact on production was noted.
India’s Reliance Industries said it plans to shut two secondary units at its 580,000 b/d refinery in
September. The company is expected to shut one of its vacuum gas oil hydrotreaters and a light cycle
oil hydrotreater for about 20-25 days starting in mid-September.
Production News
Royal Dutch Shell said it was restarting an unspecified unit at its oil sands upgrading plant near
Edmonton, Alberta. The company said the move though would have no impact on production. The
company recently stated up a 100,000 b/d expansion of the upgrader, but has declined to reveal
actual volumes flowing through the facility.
TransCanada Corp said on Friday that it would cut nominated crude volumes on its 591,000 b/d
Keystone pipeline to the United States by 20% next month as it conducts its maintenance program.
The cuts will result in volumes of only 400,000 to 450,000 b/d on the system in August. TransCanada
though expects the maintenance work should be done this summer.
Russia’s crude oil export duty will fall to $438.20 per tonne from August 1st , down from $445.10 in
July. Russian officials said the government is likely to continue applying the higher rate on gasoline
beyond July as it seeks to battle fuel shortages amid higher demand in the summer driving season.
Russia hiked gasoline export duty by 44% for May to $408.30 per tonne. If the higher tax stays in
August, it would stand at $394.40.
BP announced today that it will implement a new set of deepwater oil and gas drilling standards for its
operations in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico and those will go beyond existing regulatory obligations. The
company will be making these standards public and will begin to implement them into its current
operations in the Gulf of Mexico.
The loading program of North Sea Ekofisk crude oil was revised up to 323,000 b/d in August because
the shipment of some July barrels has been delayed into next month. Originally the August loading
program had been set at 298,000 b/d. The revision was made as a result of a fire at a BP operated
Valhall oil field that produces into the Ekofisk stream which had been producing at 60,000 b/d.

A spokesman for the rebel-held oil firm Arabian Gulf Oil Company told Reuters today that Libya is not
ready to start pumping oil from fields held by rebels in the east of the country. There is no production
and everything is under repair and it would not provide a restart date. The official was responding to a
report in the Petroleum Economist that repairs at the Sarir and Misla oil fields had been completed
and oil production was imminent. He also declined to comment on the extent of damage to the oil
fields
Market Commentary
July
A mixture of news provided for a choppy weekly trading session, with crude
Calendar Averages
oil finishing the week up .7 percent. Despite mostly supportive news this
CL – $96.69
week, prices were unable to surpass last week’s high and $99.24, the 38% HO – $3.0521
retracement between the range of $114.83 and $89.61. Volume was thin as RB – $3.0742
weak shorts covered ahead of the weekend. With a blend of market
stimulants, traders will most likely remain cautious up around the $100 level. Technicals are trending
in neutral territory but are pointing to the upside. We would look for another test at $99.24, with an
initial upside objective of $102.22.
Crude oil: Aug 11 116,710 –42,321 Sept 11 336,842 +28,799 Oct 11 84,955 -694 Totals 1,541,749 –
11,197 Heating oil: Aug 11 61,994 –4,421 Sept 11 67,057 +3,684 Oct 11 34,497 +700 Totals 307,,690
+1,715 Rbob: Aug 11 61,475 –2,862 Sept 11 59,470 +2,643 Oct 11 29,836 +365 Totals 240,568
+1,244.
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